Assignment 2
Water Worries Solution

Dilemma or Problem
Should you explain Glen’s testing results to the CEO and Board of Directors? The dilemma faced is that you benefit personally if you decide to hide all or part of the results of the study.

2.	Facts
·	Factory location, age
·	Job implications
·	Environmental practices
·	Personal implications
·	ZZT implications
·	Cost of overhaul

3. 	Options.
1.	Bury the report.
2.	Only give partial factual data to the CEO with no recommendation.
3.	Only give partial factual data to the CEO with a recommendation to do minor repairs to the plant.
4.	Full disclosure of the report with no recommendation.
5.	Full disclosure of the report with a recommendation to repair/rebuild the original site.

4. 	Evaluate and Test the options.
Is it legal? All of options 2-5 are legal as there are no laws being broken.
Burying the report is illegal because it does show that readings in the initial sample near the plant were ten times the legal limit.
Do all humans deserve healthy living conditions?
Glenn could have chosen to skew the report results to preserve his job and bonus but instead has shown you the results. You, as CFO, could consider your own bonus and your job security in short and long term. If you ignore the mess and it is found out will you have a job? Will the firm protect you when an environmental disaster is uncovered or will they claim ignorance and use you to take the fall?
What is fair and equitable? Is it fair that management take large bonuses and the company doesn’t modernize the plant? Is it fair that the river that has no voice is being exploited by a corporate entity? Is it fair that the company pick up and move to another town leaving behind a run-down plant and 500 unemployed residents of Horizon?
Is it Christian? The applicable Gospel Values are:
Conflict Analysis and Management – Is it good conflict resolution to hide a problem in the hope that it will go away?
Human Rights – Do the residents of Horizon have the right to safe environment? Are you earning enough money without the bonus for your family to have a good living?
Responsible Use of Power – As a person in a position of power, your Christian responsibility is to do unto others, as you would have others do unto you. This would mean trying to keep the jobs in Horizon.
Responsible Stewardship of the Earth – As a resident of the area, you should consider what kind of an environment you are leaving behind for your children and family.

5.	Decision
The ideal solution is option 5; the community would have safer water, retain its 500 jobs, ensure the safety of your job in the long run, and maintain the long-term profitability of the firm.


